A. The official designation for Non-Tenure-Track faculty be changed from “Non-Tenure-Track” (NTT) faculty to “Research, Teaching, Professional, & Clinical” or “RTPC” faculty to better reflect their roles in the affirmative.

B. The handbook be examined for distinctions between faculty groups, and

   a. When a distinction is necessary, the term “Non-Tenure-Track” or “NTT” be changed to “Research, Teaching, Professional, & Clinical-Track” or “RTPC-Track”, and

   b. When distinctions between tracks of faculty are not needed, then the all-encompassing term of “faculty” be used, and

   c. Any changes made to the handbook in this regard be brought to the Senate for a final vote, and

C. Tenure should remain a distinguishing term, noting the honor bestowed on the individual faculty, or tenured faculty as a whole, when appropriate.

Resolution Number: 15/16-03
Motion by: Executive Board
Date: October 14, 2015 (No second required when moved by committee)

To be presented at the Senate meeting on October 21, 2015

Action taken: Passed unanimously